Voluson E6
Extraordinary vision
Your foundation for extraordinary vision.

The Voluson E6 is the entry-level system in the E-Series platform, providing exceptional image quality in a smart system designed to meet your daily needs.

Innovations in probe technology
Dedicated 2D and 3D probes are designed with Voluson advanced technology specifically for OB/GYN, Assisted Reproductive Medicine, breast and radiology applications.
Matrix array technology provides nearly 1,000 elements to allow for uniform resolution throughout the field of view.
New C1-5-D abdominal 2D probe with Acoustic Amplifier technology delivers a new level of performance. Achieve increased bandwidth, enhanced signal-to-noise ratio, improved axial resolution and penetration – even on your largest patients.

Innovations in architecture design
The Voluson E6 has been built by using some of the most advanced hardware technologies available to GE Healthcare.

Innovations in software technology
The Voluson E6 platform and probes work in harmony to give you outstanding image quality and seamless operation, while the system’s advanced computational capabilities deliver exceptional speed and power.

Next-generation volume ultrasound
Experience new standards in volume imaging, enabling you to visualize anatomical information with higher clarity and analyze views from any plane at any time.
Advanced software architecture helps you feel confident in your 3D/4D imaging capabilities with advanced technology.
New Advanced Volume Contrast Imaging (VCI) with OmniView improves contrast resolution and visualization of the rendered anatomy with clarity in any image plane, even when viewing irregularly shaped structures.

2D image quality enhancement tools
Speckle Reduction Imaging (SRI) reduces speckle artifact and enhances true tissue architecture for improved visualization and contrast resolution of normal and abnormal anatomy.
CrossXBeam™ for enhanced tissue interfaces and border differentiation with an innovative, real-time spatial compounding acquisition and processing.
HD-Flow™ uses a bi-directional Doppler feature to achieve a more sensitive vascular study and reduce overwriting.

New level of automation
GE Healthcare innovative technologies automate the display of anatomes and help support diagnostic confidence and improve exam efficiency.
Sonography-based Volume Computer Aided Display (SonoVCAD™) assists in generating standard views of a fetal heart from a four-chamber view and complies with the recommended standard screening exam of the fetal heart and a new aortic arch algorithm.
Sonography-based Automated Volume Count (SonoAVC™) automatically calculates the number and volume of hypoechoic structures from a 3D ovarian volume.
Sonography-based Volume Computer Aided Display (SonoVCAD™) allows you to confidently measure fetal head progression, rotation and direction while automatically documenting the labor procedure with objective ultrasound and manual data in one easy report.

The powerful Voluson® E6 is your cornerstone for the future. It’s designed specifically to give you the exceptional vision you need today so you have the flexibility to meet your needs tomorrow. This versatile system delivers expandable capabilities to grow with your practice.
Built on the powerful E-Series platform, the Voluson E6 combines advanced probe technology plus innovative hardware and software architecture. Every component works together – processing multiple data points simultaneously in real-time to deliver exceptional images. The Voluson E6 helps you to see more, at earlier stages.

The Voluson E6 is also an ecomagination product, which means it has been recognized for its environmentally responsible design and for being among the most energy efficient ultrasound systems in the industry.
The Voluson E6 is designed to help you be more productive in virtually every way. Efficiency tools make it easy to achieve outstanding quality assurance, while advanced data management software enables quick access to imaging data. And because the Voluson E6 is a GE ecomagination product, you’ll use less energy with every exam, save money and help protect the environment.

Extraordinary workflow efficiency.

Innovations in quality assurance tools
Innovative to the E-Series is the new Scan Assistant feature. This easy-to-use, customizable tool helps busy departments improve quality assurance, increase exam consistency and increase productivity.

Avoid missed exam steps with user-created checklists for different exam types.

Reduce annotation and measurement time with customizable sub-menus.

Improve quality assurance with comprehensive exam steps and completion tracking.

Increase consistency of exam content, from the single-user to entire department staff, with exam parameters that you define.

Connect to the information you need
Exceptional vision extends beyond the image. It also includes being able to access, organize and analyze information. When you combine Voluson E6 with ViewPoint – the powerful ultrasound data management solution from GE Healthcare – you can have information when and where you need it.

VolusonClub membership connects a global network of more than 5,000 Voluson users – Learn, Network, Share at www.volusonclub.net.

Extraordinary vision for the environment
The Voluson E-Series ultrasound systems are among the most energy efficient in the industry. That means with every image you’ll be using less energy, saving money and contributing to a better environment. It’s part of the GE commitment to invest in innovative solutions to environmental challenges while empowering you with advanced tools for healthcare delivery.
Second trimester fetal face rendering.

Four chamber fetal heart view with the Acoustic Amplifier C1-5-D probe.

Rendered image of fetal diamniotic twins.

Third trimester fetal ear demonstrating excellent detail. Nuchal cord is also displayed.

Fetal aortic arch with HD-Flow.

SonoAVC™ follicle image of a stimulated ovary.

Second trimester fetal spine is shown using new Advanced VCI.

Dual View displaying right and left outflow tracts utilizing HD-Flow.

Articulating arm
- Fully articulating arm enables monitor to move independent of console

Fully adjustable console
- Control panel height adjusts electronically to each user’s preference, for an ergonomically correct neutral position
- Console “floats” and locks into place effortlessly

Portability
- One of the lightest and smallest premium consoles available
- Four-wheel swivel with steer and lock

19-inch high-resolution, flat screen monitor
- Large flat screen monitor design reduces eye fatigue
- Ultrasound image size and picture area is bigger, thus increasing the clarity of each image
- Customizable screen enables side-by-side comparisons of current and previous exam results, for easy access to imaging information
- Increased clipboard size improves visibility and clarity

Enhanced user interface
- Intuitive user interface reduces keystrokes and manipulations
- Separate 3D and 4D buttons for fewer keystrokes
- 3D manipulations from either trackball or rotation knobs

Extraordinary vision

You inspired our design. The Voluson E6 is built around you and designed for your comfort. That’s why the design is small and light – to effortlessly move wherever you need to be. The display is stunning, giving you extraordinary vision with ease. The control panel height adjusts electronically at the touch of a button. The console keys are right where you want them to be. It all adds up to an ergonomically correct position that’s incredibly customized by you.